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Red hops like a bunny - fitting for this litter . But seriously it’s the cutest.
Red is the most cautious in new situations but warms up and has the time
of her life romping and playing. She is comfortable with handling but she may look at you like “do I know you?”
at first. She warms up very quickly but her reserve is kind of endearing to her overall personality.

White is the most confident of the sisters.
Very engaging and happy about everything.
She is exciting to explore on her own for a while and then check back in when she is ready. Good with
handling.
She seems like she would enjoy a challenge and figuring things out. Has a curious nature. May have a smarty
pants on our hands.

Pink is a blend of her sister red and white. A slight reserve at first but drops that act pretty immediately when
fun is involved. She has a silly play personality and also has a cute bunny hop.
Comfortable with handling. She is the most affectionate of the sisters but none of them are stingy with their
kisses.

All of the girls are good at entertaining themselves in play for a while. Toys, noise and movement are exciting
to them. They like having each other but when separated they like giving and getting attention from people.

Blue (BP) wants to be right where you are. He has a more gentle approach to interacting with people.
He would prefer staying close over wandering off on his own. He enjoys affection and attention. He is happy
when he is being snuggled and loved on.
He is interested in play but wants to do what you are doing.
Possible candidate for comfort companion or therapy.

The litter as a whole wants to engage but is unsure of the best way to do that.
They are still very babyish. When they are feeling insecure, they will vocalize that. Otherwise, while they are
content, they are not vocal.
They all are a little mouthy when exploring new objects or textures.
I would recommend at least the 4 week block of prep school to give them a little time to mature while learning
basic manners.
With just a little direction these precious, eager-to-love pups will learn how to engage in a way that is positive
for both them and their families.

Health notes - white has a very slight underbite right now but will likely grow out of it pretty quickly.

https://smeragliaco.pixieset.com/bunnieandbruce-smalltwoodles-born51124/
https://youtu.be/LYLhA1PpNcs
https://youtu.be/6pngxA36rug

